Four distributed link restoration algorithms are analyzed in detail using a set of important performance metrics and functional characteristics. The functional characteristics are used to explain how these algorithms function and provide insight into their performance. The analysis and simulation results indicate that the Two Prong link restoration algorithm, which is based on issuing aggregate restoration requests from both ends of the disruption and on an intelligent backtracking mechanism, outperforms the other three algorithms in terms of restoration time. The RREACT link restoration algorithm consistently found paths that use fewer spares.
Introduction
With the widespread deployment of fiber optic transmission systems and the alarming rate of outages due to fiber cuts [1] , there is great interest in strategies for improving the process of restoring disrupted traffic from minutes to sub-seconds following a fiber cut [2] . Automatic protection switching probably is the fastest technique and can switch the disrupted traffic to dedicated spare links in under 50 milliseconds. However, it requires high dedicated spare capacity. With recent advances in digital cross-connect systems, DCS, there is increasing interest in using DCS in network restoration [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10] . The centralized DCS-based network restoration approach [3, 4, 5] requires reliable telemetric links between the DCS nodes and the network operation center. It is slower than distributed DCS-based network restoration, where the affected DCS nodes exchange messages directly to restore the disrupted traffic. The hybrid preplanned approach proposed in Bellcore's NETSPAR uses a distributed topology update protocol to identify the fault and then downloads a precomputed routing table according to the fault. The problem with this approach is that the memory required for storing the routing tables is too great [6] . In this paper, we will focus on distributed network restoration algorithms for DCS-based fiber networks.
There are two basic approaches to reroute the disrupted traffic due to a fiber span cut. The link restoration approach replaces the affected link segment of a disrupted channel by a spare path between the two disrupted ends. The path restoration approach releases each disrupted channel and anism which resolves the conflicts in the aggressive bandwidth reservation process deployed by the algorithm. It was indicated that although the Two-Prong outperforms the other algorithms in most cases, there are cases in which the Two Prong did not achieve 100% restoration when it could have.
To understand and to improve the performance of the Two Prong algorithm, the Two Prong and other distributed network restoration algorithms were systematically examined in detail. The functional characteristics and the performance metrics were applied to explain how the Two Prong algorithm functions and performs. It was found that the analysis based on these functional characteristics gave us insight on the behavior of distributed network restoration algorithms and helpful to improve the Two Prong algorithm to achieve a higher restoration level.
In this paper, three network topological problems are identified to be among the causes of low network restoration level. It is shown how the improved Two Prong algorithm solves them and how these solutions are related to the algorithm's functional characteristics.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II gives definitions of the terms related to the link restoration. Section III provides a brief overview of the link restoration algorithms. Section IV defines the performance metrics used to evaluate how well a link restoration algorithm performs. Section V defines and describes the functional characteristics used to analyze these algorithms. Section VI contains a brief analysis of the link restoration algorithms using the functional characteristics. Examples of how the Two Prong algorithm solves specific, commonly occurring problems are also included. Section VII contains an evaluation of the Two Prong algorithm with tables comparing its performance with the other algorithms. It also discusses the impact of parallel DCS op0ating mode on restoration time. Section VIII contains a brief summary.
II. Network Restoration Definitions
A network is defined as a system of switching nodes connected by communication lines, and can be represented as an augmented undirected graph with a set of nodes and a set of links. See Figure  1 . A link connects two nodes in the network and has an associated bandwidth. The bandwidth of a link is divided into basic units called channels. Each channel is in one of two states: working or spare. Each link in the network is labeled with two numbers, representing the number of working and spare channels in the link. A route is specified as an ordered set of concatenated link IDs. The hop count of a route is the number of links in the route. A path is specified by an ordered set of con-
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59 (20) 57 (15) 64 ( catenated channel IDs. The hop count of a path is the number of channels in the path. A working path is a path where all channels are working channels while a spare path is a path where all the channels are spare channels. A restoration path is a spare path that is designated for restoring a disrupted working channel due to a network failure.
The distributed link restoration algorithms are distributed algorithms that on detecting a link failure, initiate restoration requests, find as many restoration paths to replace the disrupted channels, and issue the connection re-establishment commands to the involved switching nodes. The restoration time of a link restoration algorithm for a given link failure, is the period between the detection of the link failure to the time the last restoration path is connected to the disrupted working path. Given a link failure, the restoration level achieved by a link restoration algorithm is the percentage between the number of the restoration paths found by an algorithm and the number of the disrupted working channels on the failed link. The spare usage of a link restoration is the total number of spare channels in the restoration paths found by a link restoration algorithm.
III. Overview of the Distributed Link Restoration Algorithms

A. Grover's Self-Healing Network Approach
The first distributed link restoration approach for a DCS-based fiber network was proposed by Grover in [25] and detailed in his Ph.D. dissertation [8] . The protocol associated with the algorithm is called the Self-Healing Network (SHN) protocol. In the SHN protocol, one of the two DCS nodes on detecting the fiber cut becomes the Sender based on some arbitration rule, such as larger DCS network ID, and the other becomes the Chooser. Then, the request messages, called signatures, will be sent out along all the spare channels on all outgoing fibers. Each of these signatures will bear different indices. These signatures will be broadcasted to the intermediate nodes between the Sender and the Chooser. The Chooser on receiving a signature, will check the index. If it is the first time the Chooser has received a signature with this index number, then a reply signature will be sent back through the same request path. Each of the intermediate nodes on receiving a reply signature will generate a switch command to the DCS to connect the ports of the two spare channels. This is called reverse linking. When the Sender receives the reply signature, it will reconnect one of the disrupted channels to the new spare path and send the information of the restored channel ID through the spare path back to the Chooser. The Chooser, on receiving the information of the restored channel ID from the spare path, will reconnect the corresponding ports to restore the disrupted channel. This protocol basically requires three message transmissions between the Sender and the Chooser for each disrupted channel.
Note that one signature is sent out for each spare channel connected to Sender and is indexed for distinction. On the same route, these signatures compete for computation resources in each DCS node for processing. Figure 2 shows the execution steps of Grover's approach for a single channel restoration route. At Step 1, the Sender broadcasts the signature towards the Chooser. At Steps 2 and 3, the signature will be propagated along the available spare channels on other outgoing links. At Step 4, after receiving the signature, the Chooser will send a reply signature back towards the Sender. At Steps 5 and 6, the intermediate node on receiving the reply signature will make the DCS connection and forward the reply signature along the restoration path. At Step 7, the Sender receives the reply signature and will select one disrupted channel to connect the restoration path. A mapping information message including the ID of this disrupted channel will then be sent through the connected restora-tion path directly to the Chooser without the need for message processing in the intermediate nodes.
At
Step 8, the Chooser on receiving the mapping information message will connect the restoration path to the corresponding disrupted channel and the restoration will be complete.
B. Bellcore's FITNESS Approach
Following Grover's publication, another distributed network restoration process for DCS-based fiber networks was proposed by Yang and Hasegawa in [9] . This method is called FITNESS and also uses a Sender-Chooser relationship for the nodes adjacent to the fiber link cut. FITNESS reduces the potentially large number of signatures that may be generated in SHN by requesting the aggregated maximum bandwidth that is allowed on a restoration route. The restoration process is initiated by the Sender which will broadcast restoration request messages, called help messages, on all links which contain spare channels. Each help message will contain the Sender address, SenderChooser pair ID, source of the message, destination of the message, requested bandwidth and hop count. Requested bandwidth will be the minimum of the working channels lost due to the fiber link cut and the spare capacity of the particular link over which the specific help message is being broadcasted.
Help messages will be selectively broadcasted by intermediate nodes. Each intermediate node will maintain a table of the help messages it has received. This table contains the source of the help message, requested bandwidth and hop-count of the path from the Sender. The first help message received will always be broadcasted. Successive help messages are broadcasted only if the requested bandwidth is greater than all previously received messages. When help messages with a requested bandwidth equal to earlier messages, but with a lower hop count are received, such messages will not be broadcasted. Instead, table hop count and source entries will be modified to reflect the discovery of the shorter path. Help messages with lower bandwidth than any table entries or equal bandwidth and higher hop count will be ignored. The requested bandwidth in help messages broadcasted by intermediate nodes will be the minimum of the arriving message's requested bandwidth and the spare capacity of the link over which the help message is being sent.
On detection of fiber link failure, the node which becomes the Chooser will set a fixed time-out. The length of time for the time-out must be determined empirically, but appears optimal in the range of 250 to 350 msec. During the time-out, the Chooser will maintain a table of all help mes-sages received. On the termination of the time-out, the Chooser will select the table entry corresponding to the largest requested bandwidth and send an acknowledgment message to the source of the selected help message.
On receipt of an acknowledgment message, each intermediate node will reply with a confirmation message and then will send the acknowledgment message to the next node along the path to the Sender. As this process continues, each node on receipt of a confirmation message will make crossconnections to restore lost working channels. If a single restoration path provides insufficient bandwidth to affect full restoration of all lost working channels, the Sender initiates a new wave of help messages and the process is repeated until all channels are restored, or no new paths can be found. Figure 3 shows the execution steps of the FITNESS algorithm on a restoration route. Note that these steps are similar to those of SHN except that at Step 4 the Chooser makes the DCS connection according to the available bandwidth in this restoration route and sends the mapping information message with the IDs of the restored channels to the Sender. This allows FITNESS to have one less step than SHN. The messages in FITNESS are longer than those in SHN. The request message contains the maximum capacity and hop count of the restoration route being explored. The acknowledgment message in FITNESS contains the mapping information of a set of restored channels instead of one in SHN. The message transmission time in FITNESS therefore is longer than that of SHN but the message processing frequency in each node is greatly reduced.
C. RREACT Approach
RREACT is another distributed approach to network restoration and is described in detail in [26] . This method also uses a Sender-Chooser and flooding approach as in the FITNESS and SelfHealing approaches. What distinguishes this approach is that the restoration request messages, called seek messages, include information about the path which each seek message has traversed from the Sender node to the Chooser node. Seek messages are propagated at each node as they arrive. As they are transmitted from node to node, the node ID's of the nodes they have visited and the number of spare channels available over each link they have traversed is added to a variable length field in the seek message format. This path information is inspected at each node as a seek message is received. If the message has visited the node before, it is discarded.
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Step 7 The effect of this flooding approach is that all possible paths between the Sender and Chooser nodes are discovered and information is received at the Chooser node which enables it to create a matrix describing the current topology of the network. As each seek message arrives at the Chooser with a new path description, the matrix is updated and the path is selected, if possible, for use as restoration path and the matrix again updated to account for the spare channels taken to create the new restoration path.
Sender
The actual path building process is very similar to that of the FITNESS approach as shown, previously, in Figure 3 .
D. Two Prong Network Restoration Approach
For comparison purposes, Figure 4 is provided to show the execution steps of the Two-Prong approach on a restoration route. Note that by letting both ends broadcast the request message the intermediate nodes start the DCS connection as early as at Step 3, compared with FITNESS that performs DCS connection after Step 4.
The Two Prong algorithm's name is derived from its fundamental approach to finding network restoration paths. Unlike other distributed approaches, the Two Prong algorithm does not use a Sender-Chooser relationship for the nodes adjacent to the fiber link cut to select one node to be the Sender and only to allow the Sender to initiate the restoration process. Instead, the two nodes perform nearly symmetrical roles throughout the execution of the Two Prong algorithm. On detecting a fiber link cut, one adjacent node will be arbitrarily designated the Black-Origin node. The other node will be designated the Gray-Origin node. Restoration will be initiated from both nodes with the Black-Origin node broadcasting Black restoration request messages and the Gray-Origin node broadcasting Gray restoration request messages. These messages are sent out on all links which contain spare channels. Each restoration request message (Black or Gray) will contain the pair ID of the Black-Origin and Gray-Origin nodes, the source of the message, the destination of the message and the requested bandwidth. Requested bandwidth will be the minimum of the working channels lost due to the fiber link cut and the spare capacity of the particular link over which the specific Black or Gray message is being broadcasted.
On receipt of a Black or Gray message, an intermediate node becomes designated as a Black or Gray node, respectively. Black intermediate nodes will selectively broadcast Black messages and Gray intermediate nodes will selectively broadcast Gray messages. A table is maintained of all messages which have been received, whether they are broadcasted or not. Selection for broadcasting is determined by the available spare channel capacity on links to neighboring nodes. If there are any available spare channels over a given link, the Black or Gray message will be broadcasted. The requested bandwidth will be the minimum of the arriving message's requested bandwidth and the remaining unrequested spare capacity of the link over which the request message is being sent. A 'scratch-pad' record of unrequested spare capacity is maintained so that successive Black or Gray messages can also be broadcasted. This scratch pad record ensures that the total amount of restoration bandwidth requested over any given link does not exceed the total number of available spare channels in that single link. We call this mechanism floodgating.
As Black and Gray messages propagate across the network, Black messages will begin arriving at Gray nodes and Gray messages will begin arriving at Black nodes. A node, upon receiving a different 'colored' request message, will make appropriate cross connections between the links over which the two different (Black and Gray) requests were received. Once the cross connection has been made, the request message will be forwarded over the newly connected link to the next node in the restoration path. A single message could trigger cross-connections for multiple paths branching from a single node. If this occurs, each node on the other end of these newly connected links would have to be informed of the number of spare channels which had been connected from that link. Any requested bandwidth which cannot be accommodated is reported back to the requesting node in a Backtrack message of the appropriate color. An example based on Figure 5 will make these operations clear.
Assume node C first receives a Gray message requesting 3 channels from node A. C will then record this request in its message table and become a Gray node. This request will also be propagated to nodes B and D. Later, node C receives another Gray message requesting 2 channels from node B. Again C will record this request and propagate the message to nodes D and A. After this, assume node C receives a Black message requesting 8 channels from node D. Node C will then cross connect three spare channels to node D with the three spare channels to node A. Node C also will forward a Black message to node A requesting 3 channels. Node C then will cross connect two spare channels to node D with the two spare channels to node B. Node C also will forward a Black message to node B requesting 2 channels. Since node C could support only 5 of the 8 channels contained in the Black request, node C will send a Backtrack Black message to node D reporting that only 5 channels were connected.
Backtracking will occur only when a request is forwarded and connections are not available to accommodate all or a portion of the requested bandwidth. The short fall will be reported in a Backtrack message as described in the example, above. Upon receipt of a Backtrack message, the node will disconnect any channels to the false path and redirect the restoration path in another direction by generating a new request message of the same color as the Backtrack message. If no alternative path exists, the Backtrack message will be sent back along the path over which the original request message came. When a Backtrack message is received by a Black-Origin or Gray-Origin, disconnections will be made, as required.
As restoration paths become established between the Black-Origin and the Gray-Origin, Black messages will be converging on the Gray-Origin and Gray messages converging on the Black-Origin. On receiving a Gray message, the Black-Origin will insert an Ack message into the channels of the new restoration path. On receiving a Black message, the Gray-Origin will begin listening to the spare channels in that link for an Ack message from the Black-Origin. Once this message is received, the Gray-Origin will forward a Confirm message containing mapping information informing the Black Origin of which disrupted channels are to be connected to which restoration paths. Then the Gray-Origin will make final connections to restore its disrupted channels. The Black-Origin, upon receipt of the Confirm message from the Gray-Origin will make its final connections to restore its disrupted channels. Note that these Ack and Confirm messages are sent in-band and do not require message processing by intermediate nodes.
Once the Black-Origin has restored all lost channels, it will begin flooding Cancel messages to all neighbors. Cancel messages are used to terminate the algorithm and return the network to normal operation. Cancel messages also ensure that any cross-connections which are not used by paths in the final restoration solution are disconnected. Cancel messages contain the source and destination of the message and a bandwidth value. The value of this bandwidth is set to the number of working channels in the link over which the Cancel message is sent from the Black-Origin. After broadcasting these messages, the Black-Origin returns to normal operation or White state.
When Black and Gray nodes receive a Cancel message, they will compare the value contained in the bandwidth field to the number of working channels on the link over which the message was received. If there are more working channels than the number specified in the Cancel message, disconnections will be made to reduce the number of working channels so that they match the number contained in the Cancel message. The node will then flood Cancel messages in the same manner as the Black-Origin node and then will go to a White state. On receiving a Cancel message, the GrayOrigin will make any necessary disconnections and go the White state.
When a White node receives a Cancel message, it will make any necessary disconnections. A White node will selectively flood a Cancel message only to a neighboring node with which it made a disconnection. The bandwidth specified in this message will be equal to the number of working channels existing on the link connecting the White node to its neighbor after the disconnection has been made. Table 4 shows the state transitions of the Two Prong algorithm.
IV. Performance Metrics for Link Restoration Algorithms
The five performance metrics we have identified for evaluating Link Restoration algorithms are: 1) Time to restoration.
2) Restoration level.
3) Spare usage. 4) Range of application.
5) Message volume.
Performance metric one, time to restoration, refers to the time required by the algorithm to complete execution to whatever level of restoration it can achieve. Since it is desirable to accomplish restoration as quickly as possible to avoid call dropping, this is an extremely important metric. Ideally, an algorithm must achieve full possible restoration in less than two seconds, including completion of any required cross-connections. Performance metric two, restoration level, refers to how many of the lost working channels are restored. The ideal is that all lost channels be restored. This may not always be possible. Three situations can occur which limit restoration. The first situation is that there is not sufficient spare capacity in the network to support restoration of the lost working channels, even with an optimal algorithm. Another situation can occur that while there is considerable spare capacity within the network, overall, it is distributed in such a way that restoration cannot be achieved in a specific failure scenario. Typically, this occurs when a node adjacent to the link failure has too few spare channels to its other neighbors to restore the lost working channels. Allocation strategies for spare channels is a complete area in itself for research (see [28, 29] ). Certain network topologies can create situations which are pitfalls for distributed algorithms using a heuristic approach to path finding or restoration path selection (see [30] ). Such situations can result in the algorithm achieving a less than optimal level of restoration.
Performance metrics 1 and 2, when combined, are the most critical performance criteria for any network restoration algorithm. The ideal is a 100% restoration within two seconds. In situations in which an algorithm cannot achieve full restoration within two seconds, the rate at which the algorithm restores lost channels can be of important. Figure 6 illustrates this point. The vertical axis represents level of restoration and the horizontal axis the time required to achieve that level of restoration. The two curves represent the rate at which two algorithms, 1 and 2, achieve increasing levels of restoration.Three time marks are shown, A, B, and C. If two seconds of elapsed time occurs at time mark C, then both algorithms have restored 100%. If, however, two seconds of elapsed time occurs at time mark A, then algorithm 1 is clearly superior to algorithm 2 as it achieves a higher level of restoration. On the contrary, if two seconds of elapsed time occurs at time mark B, then the restoration level achieved by algorithm 2 is higher than algorithm 1.
Performance metric 3, spare usage, refers to how many spare channels are switched to working channels to replace lost working channels. In the link restoration approach, it requires at least twice as many spare channels to replace the working channels lost. Since bandwidth is a limited (and expensive) resource within the network, it is desirable that as few spare channels as possible be employed in the restoration solution.
Performance metric 4, range of application, refers to what different kinds of failure scenarios the algorithm can be applied to affect restoration. A number of the proposed distributed algorithms can only address single link failures. A limited number of algorithms can be used to restore lost working channels in multiple link failure and node failure scenarios.
Performance metric 5, message volume, refers to how many network restoration messages are generated by a restoration algorithm. It is desirable that the number of messages an algorithm generates be as few as possible. Not only does message volume affect performance metric 1 (time to restore), it also limits other network restoration message traffic flow during the restoration process which may be of high or critical priority.
It should be noted that we have not included among the performance metrics the number of distinct paths an algorithm uses in its restoration solution. Although we have found a high correlation between the number of paths used in a restoration solution and the time to restoration metric of a specific algorithm, when comparing across algorithms, this correlation does not exist. This particular observation is further discussed in Section V. As regards the merits, in and of itself, for having fewer or greater numbers of paths in a restoration solution, we have found no particular benefit to either one. In general, while we have found some differences among the several algorithms in the number of distinct paths which are used in final restoration solutions, they often are the same and reflect more the topology of the network and the location of the link failure, rather than the heuristic methods of the algorithms.
V. Functional Characteristics of Link Restoration Algorithms
We have identified seven functional characteristics which can be attributed to distributed link restoration algorithms. These are related to certain fundamental tasks which an algorithm must perform in the restoration process when using a distributed approach. These functional characteristics can be used to systematically analyze distributed link restoration algorithms to understand how they function and perform. These functional characteristics are: 1) Find paths.
2) Resolve spare channel contention.
3) Select restoration paths. Functional characteristic 1, find paths, relates to how an algorithm identifies possible restoration paths. Most distributed algorithms use some form of flooding to do this. Ideally, all paths which can be used in restoration are identified. There are also two approaches in finding paths. One is to limit, through some heuristic mechanism, path finding to a subset of all paths in a network, the other approach is to perform an exhaustive tracing of all paths in the network. This functional characteristic is fundamental to the performance of the algorithm, affecting all other functional characteristics and the final performance metrics.
Functional characteristic 2, resolve spare channel contention, relates to how an algorithm resolves multiple requests for the same spare channel. Since all the candidate restoration paths in a C. Edward Chow
International Journal of Communication Systems, Vol. 8, pp. 325-345, 1995. restoration solution usually are not disjoint paths, there is some competition among these paths for available spare channels. At some point in the execution of these distributed algorithms there exists the potential that the same spare channel may have more than one reservation or attempted reservation made to use it in the restoration solution. Such contention must either be avoided or resolved by the algorithm. The method used to resolve spare channel contention can have critical impact upon the level of restoration achieved and message volume.
Functional characteristic 3, select restoration paths, refers to the process the algorithm uses to select from among the identified candidate paths those which are to be used in the restoration process. Most of the distributed algorithms use a 'first come, first served' approach which is effectively a shortest path heuristic. Some, however, do use other heuristics based on other factors such as the bandwidth of the path. Since the selection process involves contention for spare channels, there is often a strong relationship between selection of restoration paths and resolution of spare channel contention. In fact, in some algorithms, both are simultaneously executed in some centralized body of code in a node which is given specific responsibility to select restoration paths from those available. Path selection can have critical impact upon the restoration level which is achieved and the utilization of spare channels.
Functional characteristic 4, control message volume, refers to what mechanisms the algorithm uses to reduce the number of messages generated during execution of the algorithm. It is desirable that algorithms generate as few messages as possible. A large number of messages has an adverse impact upon the time to restore metric and affects the network's capacity to process other time critical network restoration messages not involved in the restoration algorithm. Some algorithms inherently generate fewer messages than others, but most employ some heuristic mechanism to further reduce message volume. The most commonly used heuristic is hop count. That is, a message used to reserve spare bandwidth contains a field which counts the number of nodes through which it has been transmitted. When some predefined limit is reached, the message is ignored and not propagated further. A similar heuristic is a time stamp which lets a message die after a certain time period such as 1 second (half the 2 second time constraint). Some algorithms use more sophisticated methods.
Functional characteristic 5, control congestion, refers to what techniques an algorithm uses to control message congestion at critical nodes. This characteristic is related to functional characteristic 4, control message volume and is strongly affected by functional characteristic 1, find paths. Critical nodes are nodes which, because of their location within the network, will process a larger number of messages than other nodes in the network. Typically these are nodes in a 'hub' type position, i.e. a node with a relatively high connectivity, or nodes which are adjacent to the link or node which failed. Nodes adjacent to a failure site are usually more critical than 'hub' nodes in that they normally assume special roles and have additional responsibilities in the restoration process. In some distributed algorithms, congestion is the key component affecting time to restoration. An algorithm which produces high congestion at a critical node loses many of the benefits of parallelism which are sought by using a distributed approach. All the other nodes are able to quickly process their messages and completion of the algorithm's execution becomes dependent upon a single node's ability to process a much greater number of messages.
Functional characteristic 6, counter race conditions, refers to an algorithm's method to control or respond to race conditions during execution of the restoration algorithm. A network topology affects the speed with which messages propagate through a network. The timely arrival of a message, or the relative arrival times of messages to a certain node may affect performance of an algorithm. Particularly affected may be the time to restore and level of restoration performance of the algo-C. Edward Chow
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rithm. Some algorithms are not adversely affected by race conditions while others may be severely affected. Those which can be affected by race conditions require certain mechanisms to counter race conditions. These typically are tables which record information from messages received earlier to compare with messages arriving later or some time out mechanism to allow the arrival of a larger number of messages before taking some specified action.
Functional characteristic 7, connect restored paths, refers to the method used by the algorithm to make final restoration path connections. Most algorithms use a three phased approach: identify a path between the two end nodes, an acknowledgment is sent from one node to the other, the second node then sends a confirmation that the path has been connected. This process is usually handled by network restoration messages which are relayed from node to node over the restored path.
VI. Analysis of the Distributed Link Restoration Algorithms Using Functional Characteristics
In this Section, we analyze the distributed link restoration algorithms with special emphasis on the performance of the Two Prong algorithm using the functional characteristics discussed in Section V. The Two Prong algorithm differs from other algorithms in several respects. These differences are best identified by analyzing its functional characteristics, that is, how it finds paths, resolves spare channel contention, selects restoration paths, controls message volume, controls congestion, counters race conditions and connects restored paths.
A. Path Finding
The Two Prong algorithm finds paths by flooding Black and Gray messages across the network. The path traveled by a Gray message, from the Gray-Origin to the Black-Origin, defines a path. Initially, this flooding is very similar, in most respects, to the flooding mechanisms used by other distributed network restoration algorithms. However, once a Gray message encounters a Black node, it is no longer flooded to all the Black node's neighbors, instead it is forwarded to the first neighbor to have sent a Black message to the Black node. This results in the Gray message homing in towards the Black-Origin, directly following a path that has been traversed earlier by a Black message. This also helps to reduce message volume. The same process is also happening to the Black messages which are travelling a path from the Black-Origin to the Gray-Origin. The resulting effect is a shortest-path heuristic as the messages which arrive the earliest at an origin node have traversed a shorter route than later arriving messages.
It should be noted that many of the paths which are used in the final restoration solution are what we describe as natural paths. That is, paths which are easy to find using a shortest path methodology. In our test results, we have found that 75% to 100% of the paths which are used in a restoration solution are easily found by simple flooding. Some restoration scenarios, however, have more complicated solutions. To find these other paths, Two Prong uses flooding and sometimes backtracking logic to attempt connections among alternate paths. In comparison, the Self-Healing Network and RREACT algorithms use an exhaustive search of all possible paths to find all the restoration paths. The FITNESS algorithm uses multiple waves to find all restoration paths. In Figure 7b , the second stage of message propagation is shown: Gray message for 3 channels from Node B to D, Gray message for 3 channels from Node B to C, Gray message for 3 channels from Node C to B, Gray message for 3 channels from Node C to D, Gray message for 3 channels from Node C to E, Black message for 3 channels from Node E to C, Black message for 6 channels from Node E to D.
Node C has now received Gray messages from Nodes A and B. Node C has also received a Black message from Node E. Since the Gray message from Node A arrived earlier than the Gray message from Node B, Node C makes cross connections for 3 channels on the links connecting Node C with Nodes A and E. Node C will also forward the Black message from Node E to Node A. Node C will not broadcast the Black message.
Concurrent Path Setup
Note that Node E is able to, concurrently, make cross connections between Node C and Node F for the same path Node C is building. Similarly, Node D makes cross connections for the Gray and Figure 7c shows the resulting message flows: Gray message for 3 channels from Node E to F, Two Gray messages for 3 channels each from Node D to E, Black message for 3 channels from Node D to B, Black message for 3 channels from Node D to C, and Black message for 3 channels from Node C to A. Node C will now be able to make cross connections for the Gray message it received earlier from Node B and the Black message now arriving from Node D. Figure 7d shows the Black and Gray messages now converging on the Origin nodes. At this point the final solution is clear. There will be three paths used in the final restoration solution: Path #1 is A-C-E-F for 3 channels, Path #2 is A-B-D-E-F for 3 channels, and Path #3 is A-B-C-D-E-F for 3 channels. A total of 36 spare channels are used in this restoration solution.
B. Spare Channel Contention Resolution
The Two Prong algorithm uses several mechanisms to resolve spare channel contention. The first is the use of 'floodgates' to reduce spare channel contention. Unlike most other distributed algorithms which will flood multiple messages over a link without regard to the total bandwidth which has been requested by these messages, Two Prong keeps track of the total requested bandwidth over a single link and will not forward requests for more bandwidth than the link can support. This mechanism in itself will not stop spare channel contention, but substantially reduces the problem. Spare channel contention occurs in the Two Prong algorithm when multiple paths have a common upstream node which flooded the Gray or Black message to its neighbors. Then, because of this propagation, the node has generated more bandwidth requests than it had received from the node before it and has 'over committed' the link from which it received the message. We have identified and named this the 'Funnel Problem'. To overcome this situation, the Two Prong algorithm uses a backtracking logic to reroute messages to other available paths. Such backtracking usually happens at the node at which the propagation occurred and caused the over capacitation of the link. A simple example of the Funnel Problem is illustrated in Figure 8 and explained in the following text.
Note that although the network topologies of the Three Finger Problem and the Funnel Problem are very similar, the actions taken by Node C (a 'hub' node) are quite different. Assume again a single link failure between Nodes A and F. Again these two nodes flood messages to their neighbors. This initial flooding is shown in Figure 8a . Note the creation of the Funnel Problem which occurs because Node C received a Gray message for 3 channels from Node A and, because it hasn't yet received any Black messages, floods this message to Nodes D and E. Each flooded Gray message from Node C is for 3 channels. This has actually multiplied the original request for 3 channels and results in a situation in which both Nodes D and E think they can each make a connection for 3 channels with Node C.
At this point, Node C has already made cross connections between Nodes A and E. Node D has received Gray messages from Nodes C and B and has received a Black message from Node E. Node D will try to first make connections between Nodes C and E (we're assuming here, that the Gray message from Node C arrived before the Gray message from Node B). So Node D will try to connect 3 channels from Node C with 3 channels from Node E and will connect 3 channels from Node B with 3 channels from Node E.
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At this point, Node C receives the Black message which it cannot connect since it has already allocated all available spare channels with Node A. Therefore, Node C sends a Backtrack Black message to Node D. All the other Gray and Black messages are processed in ways previously described. Figure 8c shows the resulting messages: Black message for 3 channels from Node B to A, two Gray messages for 3 channels each from Node E to F, and a Backtrack Black message from Node C to D.
Node D, upon receipt of the Backtrack Black message from Node C, will try to redirect the original Black message request for (now) 3 channels in another direction. The node has kept a record of the Gray messages it has seen and will redirect the request to Node B by forwarding a Black message for 3 channels. Figure 8d shows this taking place.
The Final restoration solution for the Funnel Problem are three paths: Path #1: A-C-E-F for 3 channels, Path #2: A-B-D-E-F for 3 channels and Path #3: A-B-D-E-F for 3 channels. Note that Paths 2 and 3 can be thought of as a single path with a bandwidth of 6 channels, but since they are separately created, we count such paths as distinct paths in our performance analysis. The Self Healing Network algorithm resolves spare channel contention by reserving specific spares to restore specific disrupted channels. Self Healing is able to do this since it does not use aggregate bandwidth request messages, but instead uses single signatures for each individual channel lost. RREACT resolves spare channel contention by building a complete data base of the current state of the network and updating this data base as it selects restoration paths. FITNESS resolves spare channel contention by heuristic methods which limit request message flooding and by selecting a single restoration path during each wave of request messages.
C. Restoration Path Selection
The Two Prong Algorithm selects restoration paths on a 'first come, first served' basis. As each individual Gray message arrives at the Black-Origin node, it sends an Ack message which is inserted into the established channel on a path which is usually connected all the way to the Gray-Origin. Since cross-connections are made very early in the restoration process and many restoration paths are quickly identified, Two Prong is able to begin restoration of the lost channels very quickly. This is in effect a shortest path heuristic and also favorably affects the utilization of spare channel resources, in most instances.
The Self-Healing Network similarly uses a 'first come, first served' restoration path selection mechanism. This results in some of the same features as the Two Prong algorithm, that is, early restoration of lost channels and good utilization of spare channel resources. The RREACT algorithm, in its basic form, also uses a first come, first served process. There are improvements to the algorithm under study which use a more advanced restoration path selection process. It should be noted, also, that the RREACT algorithm generally has the best spare channel utilization of all the algorithms tested. This is due to its path finding, spare channel contention resolution, and restoration path selection processes. The FITNESS algorithm uses a time-out to collect a number of request messages from the Sender node at the Chooser node. The designers of the FITNESS algorithm consider that it is beneficial that the FITNESS algorithm select from among the available paths the one with the greatest bandwidth. This is, in part, necessary to the performance of the algorithm which restores only a single path in each wave of messages. The greater bandwidth heuristic helps to reduce the number of paths and waves the algorithm uses to restore the lost channels. Unfortunately, this also adversely impacts upon the utilization of spare channels, since the path with the largest bandwidth is often not the shortest path, and contains links that are part of shorter paths with less bandwidth (over their entire lengths). These shorter paths often don't get chosen until later waves, by which time some of their bandwidth has already been lost to earlier selections which results in a less resource efficient solution. The multi-wave, time-out path selection process, which the FIT-NESS algorithm uses, also has an adverse effect upon the time to restoration metric. FITNESS generally performs well behind the other algorithms in this regard.
D. Message Volume Control
The Two Prong algorithm controls message volume through the heuristics of message forwarding and floodgating. As already described, once a Gray message encounters a Black node, it is no longer flooded, it is forwarded and vice versa for a Black message. This in itself considerably reduces message volume since a message is flooded across only about half the network. Floodgating also serves to reduce message volume, since many late arriving messages aren't flooded once all available spare channel capacity on all links from a node has already been reserved.
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The Self-Healing Algorithm does not have a mechanism to control message volume. The algorithm is dependent upon low-level hardware adaptations to process signature messages as they propagate across the network. It should be noted that the Self-Healing algorithm's signature messages only request a single bandwidth. All the other algorithms make aggregate bandwidth requests. The RREACT algorithm generates a great number of messages since it performs an exhaustive trace of all possible paths from the Sender node to the Chooser node. However, it does prevent messages from tracing duplicate paths and a time value heuristic is applied which kills 'Seek' messages which are more than one second old. The FITNESS algorithm requires each node to keep a table of the messages it has seen. Messages which arrive and request a smaller bandwidth than earlier messages are thrown away. FITNESS also employs a hopcount mechanism and can be implemented with a limit that throws away request messages which have a hopcount greater than the limit.
E. Congestion Control
The Two Prong algorithm controls congestion, again through the message forwarding and floodgating heuristics. The relatively even distribution of messages in the algorithm helps to reduce congestion at 'hub' nodes. At the critical Gray-Origin and Black-Origin nodes, message volume is very low, and is related to the number of paths used in the final restoration solution. This is because the only Gray messages which travel all the way to the Black-Origin have probably (though not always) traveled over a path which has been connected all the way to the Gray-Origin and can be used as a final solution path. This is a significant factor in the time to restore performance of the algorithm, particularly as network size increases.
In the Self Healing Network algorithm, congestion is not controlled. Signatures are flooded throughout the network and can result in as many signatures arriving at a critical 'Chooser' node as there are spare channels connected to the node. As stated, this algorithm is dependent upon special hardware adaptations to the DCS equipment to process these signatures in a timely manner. Even though the RREACT algorithm uses a heuristic to kill off duplicate and messages older than one second, there is still a high volume of messages, particularly at the 'Chooser' node, which must select from all identified paths, those which are to be used in the restoration solution. This creates considerable congestion which adversely affects the algorithm's time to restoration performance, particularly in large networks. Because of their message flooding heuristics and multiple waves approaches, the FITNESS algorithm have very low congestion, particularly at critical nodes.
F. Race Condition Control
Because intermediate nodes must make path connection decisions, without global knowledge of the network's topology, the Two Prong algorithm is the most sensitive to race conditions of the distributed network restoration algorithms discussed. To counter race conditions, each node keeps a table of all the messages it has seen. A sophisticated logic is required to correctly act upon each message as it arrives. The logic depends upon the message type received, its source, the requested bandwidth, the spare channel capacities of all links connected to the node, and the state of the entries in the message table in the node. An example of a simple race condition problem is provided in Figure 9 . C. Edward Chow
Assume for this problem that a single link failure has occurred between Nodes C and F with the loss of 9 channels. Assume Node C becomes the Gray-Origin and Node F the Black-Origin and they begin normal flooding to their neighbors. This flooding is shown in Figures 9a and 9b .
At this point, Node D has received a Gray message for 9 channels from Node B and a Black message for 5 channels from Node F. Assume that the Black message arrived first and that Node D is therefore a 'Black' node. Node D can now make cross-connections between Nodes B and F for 5 channels. Since Node D is a Black node, it cannot flood (broadcast) the Gray message, it can forward it only in response to a Black message. In the earliest versions of the Two Prong algorithm, Node D would simply Backtrack the Gray message and not record having seen it. This would result in less than full restoration. The current version, however, would send a Backtrack Gray message to Node B, but would also keep a record of the Gray message it received from Node B. The Self Healing Network and RREACT algorithms are not adversely affected by race conditions and have no special mechanisms to counter them. It should be noted that in the case of the FITNESS algorithm, its multiple waves are controlled by a time-out mechanism which is sensitive to race conditions. The performance of this algorithm can vary considerably due to network dimension and topology, failure location within the network, and the value selected for the time-out period.
G. Restored Path Connection
The Two Prong algorithm is significantly different from the other algorithms in the way in which it connects restored paths. Path connection begins in the Two Prong algorithm from the moment a node has received both a Gray and a Black message. This means that path connection begins earlier than in other network restoration algorithms and a high degree of parallelism is generated as multiple paths are connected in parallel and connections along the same path are done concurrently. Final connections at the disrupted ends are made as each restoration path is identified by both the GrayOrigin and Black-Origin nodes. Since connections through the intermediate nodes are made even before the path is recognized by the origin nodes, Ack and Confirm messages are transmitted 'inband', that is directly from one origin node to the other without processing by intermediate nodes. This significantly improves the Two Prong algorithm's time to restoration performance over other algorithms which initiate path connection only after the path is identified and make connections in a sequential manner.
In contrast, the Self Healing Network initiates DCS cross connections once a path has been traced by a signature message from the Sender node to the Chooser node. The connections along this path are then sequentially initiated as an acknowledgment message traverses the path from the Chooser node to the Sender. FITNESS is similar, except that each path is of some aggregate bandwidth, whereas the Self Healing Network connects individual channels. RREACT is again similar, initiating cross-connections as each path trace arrives at the Chooser node. It should be noted that in the case of the Self Healing Network and RREACT, some parallelism is preserved since multiple paths are likely to be in the process of making cross connections. In the case of FITNESS, however, only one single path is created at a time, with those cross-connections being implemented in a sequential manner.
VII. Evaluation of the Two Prong Algorithm using Performance Metrics
To compare the performance of the Two Prong, FITNESS, RREACT, and Self Healing Network (SHN) algorithms, we have implemented four simulators with the corresponding protocols using the NETRESTORE simulation system developed at the University of Colorado at Colorado Springs. All algorithm simulators were tested on three networks: the 'New Jersey Network' LATA test network which was defined in the FITNESS [9] paper and is shown in Figure 10 (11) 13 (5) 4 (2) 18 (8) 13 (5) 13 (0) 14 (4) 12 (7) 4(2) 20 (6) 15 (4) 14 (7) 16 (8) 9(2) 20 (7) 13 (7) 12 ( test network which is defined in [8] and is shown in Figure 11 , and the 'US Net' test network which is also defined in [8] and is shown in Figure 12 .
For these four simulators, the simulation control parameters, that can be changed via the same command line interface, include message processing time, message length, transmission speed, DCS cross connect time, refractive index of fiber medium, DCS operating mode (parallel or sequential), and message repeat limit (hop count).
All algorithms were identically tested under the following assumptions: a. All messages have equal priority.
b. All messages are serviced by a node in the order they are received.
c. It requires 10 msec to process any incoming messages.
d. Propagation speed of messages is 200,000 km/sec. e. Transmission delays are computed for variable length messages, using a 8Kbps.
f. It takes 10 msec for DCS to make a connection in sequential operating mode.
g. These results do not include the time required for fault detection. Assume that the sending of confirmation messages and the processing of the cross connection commands can be done concurrently.
In order to evaluate the spare usage for the link restoration, we used the optimal spare usage results generated by the RELAXT-III program, which was implemented by Bertsekas and Tseng [31, 32] using the relaxation method for the minimum cost network flow problem. The front end interface that maps the link restoration problem to the minimum cost network flow problem was done by a group of graduate students at UCCS. In general, the Two Prong algorithm performed better than the other algorithms with respect to the time to restoration performance metric. This is primarily due to the aggressive nature of the algorithm in identifying, selecting and connecting restoration paths. The algorithm's time to restoration performance is also enhanced in that the hand shaking required to make final connection of the disrupted ends of the lost channels is done over connected paths. In smaller networks, the RREACT algorithm is able to compete relatively closely to the Two Prong algorithm in terms of time to restoration, but as network size increases (as shown by the US Net results), the Two Prong algorithm is able to clearly outperform RREACT in this regard. This is due to a high degree of congestion at the Chooser node in the RREACT algorithm, while the Origin nodes in the Two Prong algorithm have a much lower level of congestion.
In analyzing the performance of the Two Prong algorithm, we have found that its performance is related to the number of paths used in the final restoration solution. Further analysis has indicated that the best possible time to completion of any given path i is: T n = f + max (h n (2t) + 4t + c + 3p n , T n-1 + t)
The formulas above hold for all networks where c <= 2t. In networks where c > 2t, the following best possible time to restoration formula holds:
T n = f + max (h n (2t) + 2t + 2c + 3p n , T n-1 + t) Worst case performance of the Two Prong algorithm is hard to determine and is quite dependent upon the topology of the network. We are still working towards determining a hard upper bound for the time to restore performance of the algorithm. Generally, we have found in the networks we have studied so far, the Two Prong algorithm performs within a factor of 2 of its best case time performance.
In the tested networks, the Two Prong algorithm has achieved a better level of restoration compared with earlier versions of the Two Prong algorithm which had difficulty with race conditions and resulted in instable performance and occasionally low restoration levels.
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While the Two Prong algorithm has comparably economical utilization of spare channel resources, it is sometimes beaten by RREACT. This is due to the aggressive commitment of links to possible restoration paths which aren't included in the final restoration solution. Because these links are temporarily 'committed' to a restoration path, another candidate path, which could have included them, makes another choice which becomes part of the final restoration solution. Ultimately, the original links aren't used, get released, but it is too late to include them in the final solution since they have already been 'bypassed'. We are still improving the Two Prong algorithm's performance, by recognizing more efficient paths and by making necessary reconnections for better spare utilization.
At present, the Two Prong algorithm is designed only for single link failure recovery. Of the other algorithms, only the Self-Healing Network can automatically recover multiple link failures. The FITNESS and RREACT algorithms would require some modification to handle multiple link failures. Only the Komine algorithm can currently handle the node failure scenario. It is also capable of recovery from multiple link failures. None of these algorithms address area failures.
We are currently in the early development stage of a modified version of the Two Prong algorithm which will address multiple link and node failure situations. Preliminary analysis indicates that the Two Prong approach offers implicit benefits over the Komine approach in that it is able to automatically distinguish between a single link failure and the node failure scenario. This is quite beneficial in that it reduces the message volume involved in recovery from these failure scenarios and wasted effort as two restoration activities compete for message processing time and spare channel capacity.
The Two Prong algorithm does have a fairly high message volume. However, the increase in message volume seems linearly related to the number of links in a network and does not demonstrate exponential growth. Further, the message processing is fairly evenly distributed across the network with low congestion at critical nodes so that message volume seems to have minimal impact upon the time to restoration performance of the algorithm. The FITNESS algorithm has the lowest message volume of all the algorithms studied. RREACT has low message volume in small
networks, but appears to have an exponential growth as the network size increases. This is due to the exhaustive trace of all paths in the network. Due to the restoration path selection process RRE-ACT is based on, congestion is also high at the critical Sender node in these large networks. Published results of the Self-Healing Network do not report message volume. From analyzing its functional characteristics, however, it can be estimated to be quite high and probably demonstrates exponential growth relative to the number of links in the network. Tables 1 through 3 pare the performance in time to restoration (in msec), restoration level, spare usage and number of messages. These are performance metrics 1, 2, 3 and 5.
In the column with SHN simulation results, we list the simulation results of our implementation of SHN and those reported in Grover's dissertation. If they are the same, only one number is presented. If they are different, two numbers are presented. The number on the left side of '/' is that of UCCS' implementation and the number on the right side of '/' is from Grover's dissertation. There is no message number reporting on Grover's dissertation. Our implementation includes improvements such as mechanism for faster signature cancellation, avoidance mechanism to prevent old signatures from chasing the bandwidth just being released, and faster tandem logic. We assume a fix message processing time which can be changed from command line interface. Grover's SHN simulation measured the execution time of its logic. Also Grover's simulation results did not include the DCS connect time. These differences are reflected in the results of restoration times. The results on the restoration level and spare usage were very close.
The last columns of Tables 1 and 3 show the optimal spare usages for link failure scenarios generated by the RELAXT-III program. The data indicate that the performance of the four distributed link restoration algorithms in terms of spare usage is very close to, or the same as the optimal spare usage.
Impact of parallel DCS operating modes on restoration time
In [33] , it was shown that with DCS operating at sequential mode (one channel at a time) and with long DCS connect time such as 100 msec, the DCS cross connect time becomes the dominating time factor. There are several ways to improve this situation. One is to use algorithms that allow more concurrent DCS executions in the network. Another is to design new DCS that can accept multiple connection requests and perform DCS connections in parallel. A parallel DCS that has k number of DCS servers can make k connections simultaneously. One of the basic approaches is to improve the DCS cross connect time. As it demonstrated in Tables 1-3, with DCS connect time at 10 msec, the four algorithms can meet the two second real time constraints in almost all cases. SHN has problems meeting the real time constraints with the New Jersey test network due to large spare capacity and its channel by channel restoration strategy. RREACT has very few cases in US net that miss the deadline, because it explored all possible paths and resulted in network congestion. Figure 13 shows the impact of parallel DCS operating modes on the restoration times of the four algorithm simulation on the N04-N07 span cut of New Jersey test network with message processing time set at 0.01 seconds and DCS cross connect time set at 0.01 seconds. Due to the time-out and multiple wave mechanism used by FITNESS, here the last wave happened to find one path and therefore the parallel DCS can not improve the restoration time. This is an extreme case but it can happen. SHN finds path one at a time and in this case, many path pairs happened to be found with more than 0.01 seconds apart and the parallel DCS can not help either. Two Prong and RREACT did show the benefit of using the parallel DCS. The restoration times improve dramatically from the one DCS server to two Parallel DCS servers. The improvements level off after the number of parallel DCS servers increases to 4. Figure 14 shows the impact of parallel DCS operating modes on the restoration times of the four algorithm simulation on the N04-N07 span cut of New Jersey test network with message processing time set at 0.001 seconds. Here with shorter message processing delay, more paths were found in SHN to be within 0.01 seconds DCS cross connect time and therefore the parallel DCS can improve its performance.
VIII. Summary
In this paper we have provided a brief overview to three distributed link restoration algorithms and presented the Two Prong link restoration algorithm in detail. We have identified five important metrics which can be used to evaluate the performance of distributed network restoration algorithms. We have further identified seven functional characteristics and discussed them in the context of the four link restoration algorithms and have shown the effect they have on the performance of these algorithms. These metrics and characteristics, together, provide the developers of such algorithms, or anyone studying distributed link restoration algorithms, a systematic method to analyze an algorithm and to relate its design to its performance. 
